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MNI POV (Point Of View): No Change, Forecast Tweaks Due 
 
The BoJ will leave policy settings unchanged at its July meeting. This comes after the Bank defended the upper 
boundary of its permitted 10-Year JGB yield trading range during June (the BoJ bought ~Y10.9tn of 5- to 10-Year 
JGBs in June, including ~Y7.8tn via fixed rate operations). The combination of the Bank’s defence of its YCC 
settings, its insistence that it needs to maintain current policy settings, intensifying worry surrounding recession in 
the U.S & Europe and international speculators starting to cover JGB shorts has given the BoJ some breathing 
room on the YCC front. In terms of the minor details, we should expect a markup in the Bank’s immediate CPI 
forecast and a moderation in its immediate GDP growth forecast, with the potential for background discussions re: 
the extension of the special financing scheme for smaller firms, which is currently due to expire in September 
(although we expect this to be coordinated with the government’s plans surrounding the same matter). The recent 
uptick in COVID cases and delayed recovery in consumer consumption will form the focal points of any such 
discussions re: the special financing scheme. The fact that inflation remains limited in a wider context, as well as it 
being driven by cost-push, not demand-pull factors, will likely leave the Bank sidelined through the end of BoJ 
Governor Kuroda’s term (which is set to end in April ’23). 

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/mpmsche_minu/index.htm/
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MNI State Of Play: BoJ To Stand Pat On Policy, Forward 
Guidance 
 
By Hiroshi Inoue 
 
TOKYO (MNI) - The Bank of Japan board is likely to leave monetary policy and the forward guidance for policy 
rates unchanged as it assesses a current surge in Covid-19 cases that has brought about caution on policy views 
ahead of the July 20-21 board meeting, MNI understands. 
 
A jump in Covid-19 cases and concern over the outlook for economic activity may also prompt a harder look at 
whether to extend the special program to facilitate financing for smaller firms. The BOJ may postpone any decision 
to the Sept. 21-22 meeting to monitor government reaction to the increased infections, (See: MNI INSIGHT:Covid 
Complicates BOJ Calculus On Business Support). 
 
Prime Minister Fumio Kishida, fresh off a solid win in key upper house elections held at the weekend, said that he 
has no plans to introduce measures restricting economic activity. 
 
IMPACT OF COVID SURGE 
 
But for now, pandemic conditions will prevent the BOJ from removing the wording “closely monitor the impact of 
Covid-19” from its outlook as it monitors the current economic situation, (See: MNI INSIGHT: Govt Pressures Add 
To Weak Yen As BOJ Eyes Change). 
 
The BOJ is also expected to leave “lower levels” of the policy rates because of potential downside risks from 
current Covid-19 conditions, (See: MNI INSIGHT: Exit From Negative Rates An Option For BOJ). 
 
The board’s median forecast for inflation rate this and next fiscal year will likely be raised above 2.0%, though 
growth for this fiscal year is likely to be lowered and then raised for next year, (See: MNI INSIGHT: BOJ Likely To 
Up Price View, But Policy Unchanged). 
 
BOJ views on private consumption are also affected by the pandemic conditions as it looks ahead to the third 
quarter for clarity on the pace of economic recovery, (See: MNI INSIGHT: Supply-Chain Gaps A BOJ Concern For 
Q3 Manufacturing). 
 
  

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglSQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglSQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglTw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglTw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEglTA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEgiGg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEgiGg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEgiGw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEgiGA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALalu4I6ao0cEgiGA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFCJempokPj-kWeg
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Major Forecasts From The BoJ’s Outlook for Economic 
Activity and Prices (April 2022) 
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Sell-Side Views 

 
Bank of America: We expect the BoJ to deliver a one-off rates adjustment in 2H CY22 (base case October), 
consisting of a hike to the short rate target (to 0.0-0.1%) and a shift in the YCC 10yr target permissible trading band 
to +0.0-0.5%. But we think it is too early for the BoJ to capitulate and see no change to YCC next week. In our 
view, they are right to remain dovish, as core inflation remains well below 2%, while headline inflation at 2.5% is the 
lowest in G10. Still, given how much JPY has weakened, some verbal intervention next week is likely. This may 
prevent further JPY weakness, but is not enough for a turn, in our view. 
 
Barclays: The BoJ’s MPM will likely bring downward revision to growth and upward revision to inflation, but no 
change in policy. We continue to expect the BoJ to revise YCC (shorten the target of its yield curve controls from 
the 10y to the 5y sector) at the September MPM, as JPY depreciation is picking up again and the pro-cyclicality 
inherent to YCC (the tendency of the BoJ’s YCC persistence to magnify JPY depreciation pressures) has become 
clearer. In addition, YCC side-effects in the form of reduced JGB market liquidity and a distorted JGB yield curve 
have become more serious. 
 
Goldman Sachs: We expect the BOJ to maintain the status quo across all monetary policy parameters - yield 
curve control (YCC), asset purchase programs, and forward guidance - at its July 20-21 monetary policy meeting 
(MPM). We think the next policy action will be to adjust forward guidance, which states that the Bank "expects 
short- and long-term policy interest rates to remain at their present or lower levels." However, this guidance is tied 
to the COVID-19 infection situation and the number of new infections in Japan has increased rapidly again recently. 
Also, before the June MPM, there were significantly active moves to test the BOJ's resolve to defend YCC, 
particularly by overseas investors, on speculation that the upper bound of the 10-year yield (+25 bp) would be lifted 
in the near future. However, things have settled down of late after the BOJ reaffirmed its firm commitment to stick 
with YCC at the June MPM. Under such circumstances, we think the BOJ will not allow even a small move toward 
monetary tightening for the time being so as not to reignite such speculative activity. 
 
ING: Given the recent pick-up in Covid cases and weaker-than-expected consumption recovery, we expect the 
Bank of Japan (BoJ) to stand pat at its meeting on 21 July. The BoJ will likely pay more attention to downside risks 
to growth as inflation remains subdued. 
 
J.P.Morgan: Though the yen’s depreciation and rise in pass-through ratio of firms will likely cause the BoJ to revise 
up its inflation outlook toward FY2023, we don’t expect any moves by the BoJ at the MPM next week. On the other 
hand, we front-loaded our call about the timing of the YCC adjustment to mid-2023 from 2024 absent a global 
recession. Facing the resurgence of COVID-19 infections, the BoJ will likely extend financing support for SMEs by 
another six months with no change in its forward guidance of interest rates linked to COVID-19, or else postpone 
the final decision to the September meeting. 
 
NatWest: The BOJ looks highly likely to leave policy settings unchanged at its July 20–21 meeting amid the 
continuing fallout of former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's assassination. We will however be keeping a close eye on 
the quarterly Outlook for Economic Activity and Prices update, with a number of media already reporting that the 
central bank is set to hike its FY2022 forecast for core CPI inflation. If the Outlook report were to offer some 
indication that current inflationary pressures and stronger inflation expectations might have a degree of staying 
power, then that could conceivably point to minor policy tweaks in September provided that the domestic political 
situation and overseas markets have regained at least some semblance of calm by then. 
 
Scotiabank: The Bank of Japan will probably stay sidelined again on Thursday. The yen’s slide to the dollar from 
115 in early March to just shy of 140 now has prompted some market participants to think that Governor Kuroda 
will blink and adjust the 10-year bond yield target of 0% and its upper ceiling of +25bps or pursue other measures. 
We’ve maintained that this is unlikely because the BoJ views inflation sparked by a weaker yen and imported oil 
price shocks as transitory in nature versus the kind of durable progress toward its inflation target that it seeks. 
 
Societe Generale: We expect the BoJ to maintain its main monetary policy, i.e. yield curve control (YCC) and ETF 
purchases, at its upcoming meeting. Given that the amount JGB purchases has begun to come down due to the 
decline in US interest rates, the BoJ should continue to conduct daily fixed-rate 10y JGB purchases at 0.25%. In 
addition, we think the BoJ is unlikely to announce a further monetary policy review for a future policy board 
meeting. The Outlook for Economic Activity and Prices, i.e. the Outlook Report, will be released at the same time. 
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We expect the core CPI (CPI excluding only fresh food) forecasts for FY22 and FY23 to be increased from +1.9% 
and +1.1% in April to +2.2% and +1.3%, respectively, due to the rise in food prices and yen depreciation. At the 
same time, the growth outlook for FY22 and FY23 will likely be lowered from +2.9% and +1.9% in April to 2.4% and 
+1.7%, respectively, reflecting downward pressure on corporate profits and real income amid rising commodity 
prices. Going forward, the BoJ will continue the current YCC at least until Governor Kuroda retires. 


